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a b s t r a c t

Phthalates are widely used as additives to consumer products. Many diseases have been shown to be
related to the uptake of phthalates. To achieve equilibrium constant phthalate generation for mass
transfer and exposure experiments, the present study developed a porous media based method using
Teflon generators connected to the media with stainless steel connectors. Carbon sponges with the
porosities of 20 ppi (pores per inch), 30 ppi, 40 ppi and honeycomb ceramics of 14 ppi were used as
porous media fillers to evaluate the effect of temperature-controlled states, materials, and pore sizes on
the generating performance of phthalates. The results showed that 30 ppi carbon sponge fillers at
25.0 ± 0.4 �C performed satisfactorily. DMP, DiBP and DEHP were used as examined phthalates and were
generated at 12,800 ± 740 mg/m3, 330± 13 mg/m3 and 2.37 ± 0.15 mg/m3, respectively. The times to reach
stable concentrations were 4.5 h, 18.5 h and 89.5 h, respectively. The reproducibility of DiBP and DEHP
delivery deviated by less than 2.4%. Long-term generating experiments should be performed in the
future. The porous media based method could stably deliver gaseous PAEs and tends to be widely used in
the research of the adsorption of PAEs on surfaces (airborne particles, settled dust and indoor surfaces)
and exposure experiments.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) have emerged as a
class of pollutants attracting attention. Researchers have found
SVOC pollution in both urban (Chakraborty et al., 2019) and rural
areas (Eremina et al., 2016). Phthalates are SVOC present in indoor
environments (Wang et al., 2010). Phthalates are used in many
consumer products, such as carpets (Lucattini et al., 2018), vinyl
flooring (Xu et al., 2010), furniture (Kanazawa et al., 2010), cos-
metics (Chen et al., 2005) and toys (Lyu et al., 2018). Their wide-
spread use and measurable volatility leads to human exposure
(Chen et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2019; He et al., 2018). Because of high
boiling points and low saturated vapor pressure, phthalates tend to
partition to the surface of airborne particles (Cao et al., 2018; Wei
et al., 2017; Xu and Little, 2006), settled dusts (Weschler et al.,
e by Baoshan Xing.
cience, Tsinghua University,

).
2008) and skins (Weschler and Nazaroff, 2012), which results in
human exposure (Bamai et al., 2014; Colon et al., 2000; Hsu et al.,
2012; Li et al., 2017; Miao et al., 2017; Stahlhut et al., 2007).
Various diseases have been shown to be related to phthalate up-
take, including allergy, asthma (Bamai et al., 2014; Hsu et al., 2012;
Li et al., 2017) and obesity (Stahlhut et al., 2007). Moreover, Di (2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) has been shown to be an endocrine
disrupting chemical (EDC) that leads to sexual precocity (Colon
et al., 2000) and reproductive dysfunction (Cheng et al., 2018;
Swan, 2008).

Properties of SVOCs have been studied, including emission rates
from source materials (Afshari et al., 2004; Bauer and Herrmann,
1997; Clausen et al., 2004; Weschler and Nazaroff, 2008), and
adsorption to food (Fasano et al., 2012; Sorensen, 2006), on
airborne particles (Kondo et al., 2018;Wei et al., 2017; Xu and Little,
2006) and on settled dusts (Weschler et al., 2008). There are two
methods to generate gas-phase SVOCs for those experimental
studies.

The first method is gaseous release from solid or liquid phase
materials containing SVOCs. Afshari et al. (2004) had tested the
emission of phthalates from PVC (polyvinyl chloride) and other
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materials. The result showed that over half a year was needed for
the emission of DEHP and dibutyl phthalate (DBP) from source
materials to reach equilibrium constant condition. Clausen et al.
(2004) also studied the emission of DEHP in both a Chamber for
Laboratory Investigations of Materials (CLIMPAQ) and a Field and
Laboratory Emission Cell (FLEC) for more than 450 days. The DEHP
generation by FLEC was not stable until 240 days, while the emis-
sion by CLIMPAQ was not reached equilibrium constant condition
for the entire duration of the experiment. Their work showed that
gas-phase SVOCs generated by sourcematerials tend to take dozens
to hundreds of days to achieve stable concentrations. Xu et al.
(2012) designed a special stainless steel chamber to generate gas-
phase DEHP from vinyl flooring for adsorption on stainless steel.
The time to reach a steady emission state was shortened to 20 days,
compared to previous chamber studies. Liang and Xu (2014)
developed an improved method to measure phthalates emissions
from building materials and characterize the adsorption on stain-
less steel rods. One or two days were needed to reach stable
generating states for the tested phthalates. Schripp et al. (2014)
developed a latex paint method to generate diethyl phthalate
(DEP) and di-n-butyl phthalate (DnBP). This method was used to
generate the phthalates in transdermal uptake experiments
(Weschler et al., 2015).

The second method uses pure SVOC solid or liquid as sources.
Temime et al. (2002) developed a naphthalene (a polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbon) vapor generator and obtained a linear fit for
mass loss versus time (R2¼ 0.99) as evaluated by successive
weighings. However, the concentrations in the outlet of the
chamber were not measured and the generator was large and led to
a long equilibrium time. Kondo et al. (2018) used a container filled
with DEHP liquid to study the adsorption mechanism of DEHP on
airborne particles. Wu et al. (2018) coated pure DEHP liquid on the
inner wall of a tube with 3.6-m long and 17.2-mm inner diameter,
and then let airborne particles go through the tube so as tomeasure
adsorption onto the particles at 25.0± 0.5 �C.

The challenge to face is how to rapidly generate gas-phase
SVOCs. The aim of this study was to develop a porous media
based method that can stably and rapidly deliver gas-phase con-
centrations of dimethyl phthalate (DMP), diisobutyl phthalate
(DiBP) and DEHP. The method was developed and the response
time, stability and continuity of this method were examined
experimentally.

2. Methodology

2.1. Pretreatments on porous media

Porous media have abundant vesicular structures, which have
good capacity for adsorption of oily substances. Several porous
media were used in this study, including carbon sponges with the
porosities of 20 ppi (pores per inch), 30 ppi and 40 ppi, and hon-
eycomb ceramics of 14 ppi. Optical microscope images (� 40,
L8008-HD, Saikedigital, China) of the selected materials are shown
in Fig. 1.

The porous media were used as cylinders fillers with a length of
50mm and a diameter of 20mm. The fillers were dipped into three
pure phthalate liquids (DMP, DiBP and DEHP) for 15 h to assure
homogenous adsorption onto the solid part of the permeable
porousmedia. The porousmedia fillers were dried naturally in glass
bottles for 20 h. The net mass of porous media before and after
pretreatment was measured using microbalance (ME104E, MET-
TLER TOLEDO, Switzerland).

The pure DMP, DiBP and DEHP liquids were obtained from
Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd., ANPEL Laboratory Tech-
nologies Inc., and Aladdin Industrial Corporation, respectively.
2.2. SVOC generator

After pretreatment, the porous media fillers were inserted into
130mm long and 20mm diameter Teflon tubes as shown in Fig. 2.
Compressed air was used as carrier gas through the generators to
carry gas-phase phthalates out from the porous media. The airflow
rates for all experiments were 100mL/min, controlled by mass
flowmeters (MC 1SLPM, Alicat Scientific, USA). A solid-phase
extraction (SPE) column (Sep-Pak PS 2, Waters, USA) was set
downstream of the generator to sample the gas-phase phthalates.
The air leakage rate was less than 5% of the total flow rate, as tested
by a soap film flowmeter (Model M-30, AP BUCK, USA). The
generating concentrations were obtained by daily air sampling for 7
dayse9 days. The total air sampling volumes were 3 L, 72 L and
144 L for DMP, DiBP and DEHP, respectively. Both uncontrolled and
controlled temperature states were studied. Temperatures in the
uncontrolled temperature experiments fluctuated within a range of
13.7± 4.0 �C. Temperatures in the uncontrolled temperature ex-
periments were performed in an incubator at 25.0± 0.4 �C. Hu-
midity was not controlled as it has been shown to have no influence
on the emission of SVOCs (Clausen et al., 2007).

The selected phthalates were tested in the empty generators
before the porous media fillers were inserted. Concentrations of all
the phthalates in the empty generators were less than 1 mg/m3,
small enough to be negligible.

2.3. Analysis of the samples

The sampled SPE columns were eluted by hexane (ANPEL Lab-
oratory Technologies Inc., anhydrous, >95%) to 5mL in volumetric
flasks (5± 0.025mL, DURAN GROUP, Germany). The hexane used in
the experiments was high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) grade. Concentrations of the extracts were determined by
Gas chromatography Mass spectrometer (GC-MS) (QP-2010SE,
SHIMADZU, Japan). The chromatographic column in the GC-MSwas
5MS/SIL (0.25mm I.D.� 30m, 0.25 mm film thickness, SHIMADZU,
Japan). Helium was used as the carrier gas at 1mL/min in the
splitless injectionmode. The oven temperaturewas programmed at
50 �C for 1min, and ramped up by 20 �C/min to 320 �C, where it
was held constant for 5.5min. The total run time was 20min. The
gas chromatograph was operated in electron impact (EI) mode at
70 EV electron energy. Injection, ion source and interface temper-
atures were set at 200 �C, 200 �C and 250 �C, respectively. The in-
jection volume was 1 mL. Selected ion monitoring (SIM) was used
for analysis. The recovery and penetration ratios of this method
were greater than 98.97% and 0.85%, respectively.

2.4. Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)

QA/QC analysis on GC-MS and the SPE sampling method was
conducted to avoid the deviation of the sampling. The details of the
QA/QC analysis were shown in Supplementary materials.

2.4.1. QA/QC analysis on GC-MS
The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the GC-MS test results

was 2.78% when replicated samples at 20 mg/mL were analyzed, as
shown in Eqs. S1-S3 and Table S1 in the Supplementary materials.
The calibration curves ranged from 0.01 to 10 mg/mL (0.01, 0.02,
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,1, 2, 5,10 mg/mL) were obtained and also calibrated
every day. The regression coefficients of DMP, DiBP and DEHP were
0.998, 0.999 and 0.996, respectively (as shown in Fig. S1 in the
Supplementary materials). The limits of quantification (LOQ) of
gas-phase PAEs were 16.67 mg/m3, 0.69 mg/m3 and 0.35 mg/m3 for
DMP, DiBP and DEHP, respectively.



Fig. 1. Images of different porous media (left: picture; right: optical microscope image).
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the generating platform. (a) schematic diagram (temperature
controlled and uncontrolled states are shown above and below, respectively). (b)
actual photos.
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2.4.2. QA/QC analysis on the SPE sampling method
The PAE amounts in the blank SPE columns were measured. The

peak areas of PAEs (Table S2 in the Supplementary materials) were
all lower than the LOQs of the GC-MS analysis method. Therefore,
the backgrounds can be ignored in this study. The penetration ratio
of the SPE column (Table S3 in the Supplementary materials) was
less than 2.0% at the airflow rate of 100mL/min. The recoveries and
stability analysis were also conducted on replicated samples. As
shown in Table S4 in the Supplementary materials, the recoveries
were more than 95% for DMP and DiBP, while that of DEHP was
narrowly equal to 80%. Therefore, the SPE sampling method
showed stable and reliable performance on each sampling.
2.5. Data analysis methods

2.5.1. Stability of equilibrium constant concentration
Students' test (t-test) method was used to verify the stability of

the generating concentrations, while standard deviation was to
evaluate their stability. The linear fitting between generating gas-
phase concentrations and time was described as Eq. (1).

yg;i ¼ ati þ b; i ¼ 0;1;2; :::; n (1)

where yg,0 is the initial stable generated gas-phase concentration,
mg/m3; yg,i is the generated gas-phase concentration of the ith
sampling after reaching stable generation concentration, mg/m3; a
is the slope; ti is the time at ith sampling, hours; b is the intercept of
the fitting curve; n is the number of the sampling.

The null hypothesis is a¼ 0, andwould be accepted for a t-test at
>0.05 confidence probability using Eqs. (2) and (3).
t¼ jaj
SðaÞ (2)
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where jaj is the absolute value of the slope (a); yg and t are the
average values of yg and t, respectively; t0.05/2(n-2) obtained from
Table S5 in Supplementary material, is determined by degrees of
freedom (n-2) and the confidence probability (0.05/2, double tail).
If the calculated value t is less than the t-test, t0.05/2(n-2), the null
hypothesis will be accepted. Then the slope a is zero, which means
that the phthalate generating states will come to stability after the
time t0. The standard deviation, s, was calculated using Eq. (4).
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where (n-1) is degree of freedom in standard deviation calculations.
The lower the standard deviation, the more stable is the phthalate
generation. Therefore, the standard deviation can be used to
compare phthalate generating stability.

2.5.2. Response time
Stable generating concentrations were selected as described in

Section 2.4.1. The duration from beginning to the first stable data
point at time t0 was regarded as response time, the value of which
is t0. Response time represented how fast the generator can
generate equilibrium constant gas-phase SVOC.

2.5.3. Reproducibility of PAEs delivering concentration
In order to evaluate the reproducibility of the porous media

based method, a reproducibility coefficient b is defined as Eq. (5):

b¼ C2
C1

(5)

where C2 is each gas-phase concentrations of second experiments
on PAEs, mg/m3, C1 is the average gas-phase concentration of first
experiments, mg/m3. The reproducibility would be regarded as well
match with the former results if the values of b are closed to 1. The
values of bwere calculated to evaluate the delivering performances
of DiBP and DEHP in this study.

3. Results

3.1. Phthalates holding capacity of porous media

The generating process results in phthalate mass loss from the
internal surface of porousmedia. The phthalates holding capacity of
porous media determines the duration time for stably generating
SVOCs. The masses of 8 experimental samples (named from #1 to
#8) before and after pretreatment of phthalates on the porous
media are shown in Table 1.

DMP was chosen to test porous media filler performance. The
masses of DMP inside the 20 ppi, 30 ppi, 40 ppi carbon sponges and
14 ppi honeycomb ceramics were 1.1285 g, 1.5230 g, 9.8646 g and



Table 1
Pretreatments and weight of the 10 experimental samples.

Sample Porous media filler Dipped SVOCs Temperature (�C)
UCT or CT*

Weight before
pretreatment (g)

Weight after
pretreatment (g)

Net weight
of SVOCs (g)

#1 14 ppi honeycomb ceramics DMP 13.7± 4.0 16.1399 21.2930 5.1531
#2 14 ppi honeycomb ceramics DMP 25.0± 0.4 16.7325 22.1310 5.3985
#3 20 ppi carbon sponges DMP 13.7± 4.0 0.6351 1.8294 1.1943
#4 20 ppi carbon sponges DMP 25.0± 0.4 0.6504 1.7789 1.1285
#5 30 ppi carbon sponges DMP 25.0± 0.4 0.7603 2.2833 1.5230
#6 40 ppi carbon sponges DMP 25.0± 0.4 1.0303 10.8949 9.8646
#7 30 ppi carbon sponges DiBP 25.0± 0.4 0.7699 2.1818 1.4119
#8 30 ppi carbon sponges DEHP 25.0± 0.4 0.7453 2.1841 1.4388

Note: * UCT: uncontrolled temperature (13.72 ± 4 �C); CT: controlled temperature (25 ± 0.4 �C).
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5.1531 g, respectively. The large holding capacity of 40 ppi carbon
sponges and 14 ppi honeycomb ceramics may have resulted from
liquid phthalates in the inner pores of porous media.

3.2. DMP generating performances of different experimental
conditions

Fig. 3 (a) shows the DMP concentration and temperature
changes versus generating time downstream of 14 ppi honeycomb
ceramics and 20 ppi carbon sponges in temperature controlled and
uncontrolled conditions.

In the uncontrolled temperature condition (13.7± 4.0 �C),
generating results show that the response times for sample #1 (14
ppi honeycomb ceramic fillers) and #3 (20 ppi carbon sponge
fillers) are 52.6 h and 20.2 h, respectively. The generating concen-
trations were 8890± 1680 mg/m3 for sample #1 and
7330± 3480 mg/m3 for sample #3. The t-test shown in Table 2
shows that the t values of samples #1 and #3 are both less than
t0.05/2(n-2). Indicating that the DMP concentration by these two
samples is stable after response times. However, the standard
derivations are relative large, whichmay result from the fluctuation
of generating states according to Fig. 3 (a). The standard derivations
s are 968.9 and 1262.2 for sample #1 and #3, respectively.

In the controlled temperature condition (25.0± 0.4 �C), the
response times for samples #2 (14 ppi honeycomb ceramic fillers)
and #4 (20 ppi carbon sponge fillers) were both 4.5 h. The gener-
ating concentrations are larger than those for the uncontrolled
temperature condition, 11,900± 1580 mg/m3 for sample #2 and
13,700± 970 mg/m3 for sample #4. This may be due to the higher
temperature in controlled condition (25.0± 0.4 �C) compared to
uncontrolled condition (13.7± 4.0 �C). The s values of sample #4
(596.1) is less than that of sample #3 (1262.2) while s is not
significantly different between samples #2 (944.7) and #1 (968.9).
These results indicate that the carbon sponge fillers under
controlled temperature condition show better generating perfor-
mance with respect to stability and quick response.

Fig. 3 (b) shows the influence of different carbon sponge fillers
on DMP generating concentration under temperature controlled
conditions. The response times were 4.5 h, 4.5 h, 0.8 h for samples
#4 (20 ppi), #5 (30 ppi), #6 (40 ppi), respectively. Once generation
is stable, the DMP concentrations were 13,700± 974 mg/m3,
12,800± 740 mg/m3, 8100± 3330 mg/m3. The stable generating
concentrations decrease as the fillers' ppi become larger. This may
be the result of the DMP liquid inside filler pores. Table 2 shows s
values of 596.1, 520.8 and 1373.7 for samples #4 ~ #6, respectively.
The s value of sample #6 is relative large for several high con-
centration samples. The mass of DMP held in samples #4 ~ #6 are
1.1285 g, 1.5230 g and 9.8646 g, respectively. The samples with 30
ppi carbon sponge fillers show best generating performances as
well as relatively large mass holding capacities, which implies long
term generating.
3.3. Generating experiments on DiBP and DEHP

In the final phase of the study, we also tested the generating
performances of DiBP and DEHP in 30 ppi carbon sponges twice
under temperature controlled conditions. The first measurement
followed the same procedures in Section 2.1. After the first mea-
surement, the fillers were not dipped into pure liquids and were
kept in the tubes with no air flow for five days. In the second
measurement, there was air flow and the DiBP and DEHP concen-
trations were measured at the downstream. The first and second
measurements for DiBP and DEHP are named #7-1, #7-2 and #8-1,
#8-2, respectively, as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 4 shows the generating curves for DiBP and DEHP versus
time. The response times for the first measurement are 18.5 h and
89.5 h for samples #7-1 and #8-1, respectively, with higher con-
centrations before generation than those after. It may be because
the residual pure PAEs liquid inside the pores of mediawere carried
out by the air flow. After the generation, the average DiBP con-
centrations and s values of samples #7-1 and #7-2 are similar.
There are similar results of samples #8-1 and #8-2. This means that
the generators provided stable gas-phase DiBP and DEHP concen-
trations even after a few days' interval. Furthermore, the masses of
DiBP and DEHP are 1.4119 g and 1.4388 g of samples #7 and #8,
respectively, as shown in Table 1. Therefore, large quantities inside
the fillers can yield long term generation.

4. Discussion

4.1. Impact of temperature and filler media on the generating
stability

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of stable generating concentrations
between carbon sponge and honeycomb ceramics fillers under
controlled and uncontrolled temperatures. The stability of samples
in controlled temperature conditions (samples #2 and #4) is better
in uncontrolled temperature conditions (samples #1 and #3). The
stably generating concentrations of samples #2 and #4 are also
larger than those of samples #1 and #3. Table S6 in Supplementary
material shows that vapor pressures of DMP increase with
increasing temperatures. The saturated concentration at 25 �C
(1335.6 mg/m3) is greater than that at 15 �C (286.6 mg/m3). The
fluctuating temperatures under uncontrolled condition likely result
in more than 300 mg/m3

fluctuation in generated DMP. The range of
concentrations in temperatures controlled to 0.4 �C is smaller.
Controlled temperature conditions guarantee the stability of satu-
rated concentrations inside fillers.

Sample #4 using a carbon sponge, achieved larger and more
stable concentration than Sample #2 in which honeycomb ce-
ramics were used. Carbon sponges are homogeneous in structure
with a large quantity of fibers, and likely provides a good adsorp-
tion of DMP.While honeycomb ceramics show dense rock structure



Fig. 3. DMP generating performances of experiments. (a) Results with different materials of fillers and temperature controlled states. (b) Results with carbon sponges of different
pore sizes (ppi) in controlled temperature.
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of material with micro-holes inside. The hardness may lead to a
loose connection to the tube inner surface and therefore less
adsorption of DMP, such that generating concentrations are less
stable.

Meanwhile, the concentration of sample #4 is larger than that of
sample #2 under the same controlled temperatures. The significant
differences were tested by t-test with significance accepted for P-
values�0.05. Double tail distribution and double sample hetero-
scedasticity hypothesis were made in this method. The P-value
between sample #2 and #4 is 0.0054, from which it can be
concluded that there was a significant change.
If SVOC generation is mainly governed by mass transfer through
the boundary layer of the solid porous media, the stable generation
can be described by Eq. (6).

qm¼ hmAin

�
y0 � yg

�
(6)

where qm is mass transfer rate, mg/s; hm is mass transfer coefficient,
m/s; Ain is the internal mass transfer surface area, m2; y0 is vapor
concentration of SVOCs, mg/m3; yg is the average gas-phase gener-
ating concentration, mg/m3. The pore structures of these two ma-
terials is shown in Fig. 1. The carbon sponge shows an anfractuous



Table 2
Coefficients of stability analysis.

Sample t0.05/2(n-2) jaj b S(a) t s Response time (h) Equilibrium concentration (mg/m3)

#1 2.8 16.5 7385.7 38.9 0.4 968.9 52.6 8890± 1680
#2 2.8 4.2 12423.3 68.7 0.1 944.7 4.5 11,900 ± 1580
#3 2.2 18.1 5653.4 11.1 1.6 1262.2 20.2 7330± 3480
#4 3.2 3.0 13497.6 91.5 0.0 596.1 4.5 13,700 ± 970
#5 3.2 2.7 12987.6 88.1 0.0 520.8 4.5 12,800 ± 740
#6 2.4 17.1 7167.4 26.3 0.7 1373.7 0.8 8100± 333
#7-1 2.6 0.2 309.5 1.2 0.2 30.8 18.5 331± 47
#7-2 2.8 0.0 329.9 2.2 0.0 12.5 6.0 330± 13
#8-1 3.2 0.0 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.2 89.5 2.40± 0.20
#8-2 4.3 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 54.0 2.37± 0.15

Notes: t0.05/2(n-2) is the parameter that is determined by degrees of freedom (n-2) and confidence probability (0.05/2); jaj and b are the absolute value of slope and the
intercept of the fitting curve; S(a) is the standard deviation of the slope; t is the test statistic value calculated from the generating data; s is the standard deviation of PAEs stably
generating concentrations. The calculating methods of t0.05/2(n-2), jaj, b, S(a), t, s are shown in (Eqs. (1)e(4)).

Fig. 4. Generating and reproducibility performances on DiBP and DEHP.

Fig. 5. Gas-phase concentrations using different materials and temperature control.

Fig. 6. Comparison of gas-phase concentrations among experiments with different
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structure. The mass transfer process inside the carbon sponges can
be regarded as the flow over sponge fibers. Boomsma et al. showed
that the open-cell aluminum foams (with the same pore structures
as carbon sponges) performed well in heat transfer enhancement
for the steaming effect of anfractuous structure (Boomsma et al.,
2003). Porous structures show similar strengthening effect when
it comes to mass transfer process. However, the pores inside hon-
eycomb ceramics are more organized. The mass transfer course
inside honeycomb ceramics can be divided into several straight
tube mass transfer processes. Therefore, the disturbance of air flow
is less than that in carbon sponges leading to a lower hm, which
explains why the concentrations of sample #2 are smaller than
sample #4.

Fig. 6 shows the stable generated concentrations and DMP
holding inside the porous media with different pore size of carbon
sponge fillers (20 ppi, 30 ppi and 40 ppi). The concentrations of
DMP decrease while the mass holding capacity increase as the ppi
increases from sample #4 to #6. This is probably because the
number of pores blocked by DMP liquid increases, which decreases
the Ain value in Eq. (6).

As shown in Fig. 1 and 40 ppi carbon sponges fillers have the
smallest pore sizes, which increases the adsorption of DMP liquids.
Thus, sample #6 has the largest DMP holding capacity, but this also
increase the risk of DMP dripping out. Therefore, sample #6 has the
largest standard deviation. Since the 30 ppi pores are more ho-
mogeneous than the 20 ppi pores these relative small pores inside
the same volume of generators producesmore stable generation for
sample #5 compared to #4. With the combined influence of greater
mass holding capacity and the homogeneity of pore structure,
filler pore sizes.
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sample #5 with 30 ppi carbon sponge fillers have best generating
stability.

4.2. Generating stability and reproducibility of DiBP and DEHP

Fig. 7 shows the generating concentrations of DiBP and DEHP
with 30 ppi carbon sponge fillers under temperature controlled
condition and the reproducibility after a five-day interval. The
generating concentrations of samples #7-2 and #8-2 are more
stable than those of samples #7-1 and #8-1 in the first measure-
ment, respectively. The reason probably is ascribed to the more
stable liquid film structure inside fillers.

In order to evaluate the reproducibility of porous media based
method, values of b were calculated for the delivering of DiBP and
DEHP. The average values of b are 0.996 and 0.976 for DiBP and
DEHP, respectively. It means that samples #7 and #8 can both
repeat the stably generating concentrations during the second ex-
periments with the deviation of reproducibility less than 2.4%.

4.3. Comparison of PAEs delivering performance with other
researches

Since there are few studies on gaseous PAEs delivering, we
compared the PAEs delivering performance with other results of
PAEs emission from solid materials (Afshari et al., 2004; Clausen
et al., 2004; Clausen et al., 2007; Liang and Xu, 2014, 2015; Xu
et al., 2012). The comparisons of PAEs delivering performance are
summarized in Table S7 in Supplementary materials.

Most of these studies focused on the source and sink effect of
PAEs source materials and obtained certain mass transfer param-
eters such as diffusion coefficient and partition coefficient. How-
ever, in these studies, they still needed to form a stable PAEs
concentration in their test chamber. The emission experiments
using solid materials by CLIMPAQ to deliver DnBP and FLEC to
deliver DEHP needed 60 days and 150 days to reach stable deliv-
ering states (Afshari et al., 2004; Clausen et al., 2004). It is because
of the large sink surfaces for PAEs to adsorb for the traditional
chamber. After the improvement of the chamber (Liang and Xu,
2014; Xu et al., 2012), the response time can be decreased but
still need several days to reach stably generating states. Therefore,
the gas-phase PAEs delivered by solidmaterials in chambers are not
Fig. 7. Comparison of gas-phase concentrations before and after a 5-day interval on
DiBP and DEHP. b is the reproducibility coefficient defined in Eq. (5)).
suitable to rapidly generate gas-phase PAEs at different levels.
Compared to the results of PAEs emission, the porous media based
method proposed in this study shows a short response time and
stable delivering concentrations of PAEs. Less time will be cost by
using this method to conduct the PAEs adsorption or exposure
experiments.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a porous media based method was established to
generate constant gas-phase SVOCs. Three carbon sponges and one
honeycomb ceramics were used to investigate the influences of
temperature-controlled state, materials and pore density of them
on SVOCs generating performance. We found that experiment
groups with 30 ppi carbon sponge fillers and temperature
controlled state (25± 0.4 �C) showed best performance on the
generating of DMP, DiBP and DEHP. The gas-phase concentrations
of constant generation are 12,800± 740 mg/m3, 330± 13 mg/m3 and
2.37± 0.15 mg/m3 while the response times are 4.5 h, 18.5 h and
89.5 h, respectively. Reproducibility on DiBP and DEHP was also
studied after a five-day interval. The deviation of the average gas-
phase concentrations on DiBP and DEHP before and after interval
is less than 2.4%, which show good reproducibility. The porous
media based method provides a rapid and stable approach to
generate stable and constant gas-phase phthalates. It can be
applied in advanced experiments.
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